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The US Army in World War
II (2) Mark Henry
2012-09-20 It was the

Mediterranean theatre
which saw the blooding of
the US Army against the
German Wehrmacht, in
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North Africa in winter
1943/44. After this rough
education the US forces
pressed on to Sicily, the
South of France and the
Italian mainland. Here,
faced by difficult terrain ,
they and their British
Commonwealth allies fought
a long campaign until VEDay. This second of a series
of three MAA titles covers
the uniforms worn on these
fronts, including US Army
cold weather, airborne and
tankers' gear; some
particularly interesting and
important units, including
mountain, JapaneseAmerican and AfricanAmerican troops; and a
variety of crew-served
weapons. Men-at-Arms 342,
347 and 350 are also
available as a single volume
special edition as 'The US
Army in World War II'.
World War II Infantry
Tactics Stephen Bull
2021-05-27 World War II is
often seen as a
confrontation of technology
– tanks and aircraft,
artillery and engineering.

But at the heart of the
battlefield was the struggle
between infantrymen, and
the technology was there to
enable them to capture
ground or hold it. This
second of two books on the
organization and tactics of
the German, US and British
infantry in Europe focuses
on national differences in
the development of
company and battalion
tactics – including those of
motorized units – and the
confrontation and cooperation between infantry
and tanks. Contemporary
photos and diagrams and
vivid colour plates illustrate
what tactical theories
actually meant on the
ground at human scale.
Korea South Army
Weapon Systems
Handbook Volume 1
Strategic Information
and Major Weapon
Systems IBP, Inc. 2007-05
2011 Updated Reprint.
Updated Annually. Korea
South Army Weapon
Systems Handbook
Air Power at the
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Battlefront Dr Ian
Gooderson 2013-05-13 Ian
Gooderson presents a study
of close air support in World
War II, with the analysis
focusing on the use of
tactical air power by British
and American forces during
the campaigns in Italy and
northwestern Europe
between 1943 and 1945.
A Gallery of Military
Headdress Stuart Bates
2018-12-14 A description of
military helmets from
around the world.
The Waffen-SS (1) Gordon
Williamson 2012-03-20
Despite being disdained by
the German Army's
professional officer corps,
the military branch of the
Nazi SS security
organisation grew from an
initial strength of only a
handful of battalions at the
outbreak of war in 1939 to
hundreds of thousands of
troops in dozens of
divisions. The battlefield
reputation of the premier
armoured and mechanised
divisions would become
second to none; lavishly

equipped and regarded as
utterly reliable, they were
thrown into many desperate
battles on both Western and
Eastern fronts, often
achieving remarkable
results. Illustrated with rare
photographs, this first of
four Men-at-Arms titles
details the organisation,
uniforms and insignia of the
Waffen-SS.
Designing the T-34 Peter
Samsonov 2019-12-27 When
the German army launched
Operation Barbarossa  the
invasion of the Soviet Union
 on June 22, 1941, it was
expecting to face and easily
defeat outdated and
obsolete tanks and for the
most part it did, but it also
received a nasty shock
when it came up against the
T-34. With its powerful gun
and sloped armour, the T-34
was more than a match for
the best German tanks at
that time and the Germans
regarded it with awe.
German Field Marshal von
Kleist, who commanded the
latter stages of Barbarossa,
called it the finest tank in
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the world. Using original
wartime documents author
and historian Peter
Samsonov, creator of the
Tank Archives blog,
explains how the Soviets
came to develop what was
arguably the wars most
revolutionary tank design.
D-Day Encyclopedia Barrett
Tillman 2014-06-03 This
unique encyclopedia
provides detailed entries for
everything you ever wanted
to know about D-Day, the
invasion of Normandy.
Organized alphabetically,
the entries give detailed
descriptions of weapons,
equipment, divisions, air
and naval units, geography,
terminology, personalities,
and more. Every Allied
division that crossed the
English Channel on June 6,
1944 has its own listing as
do the major Axis divisions
that fought them. Brief
biographies of major
military and political
leaders on both sides
provide a handy who's who
of the campaign. The book
also includes entries for

related popular culture: GI
slang, the best movies about
D-Day, and major writers
such as Stephen Ambrose
and Cornelius Ryan. Crossreferences make the book
easy to use. With hundreds
of entries, The D-Day
Encyclopedia is an
indispensable reference tool
for history buffs and great
browsing for readers who
want to know more about
World War II.
The Panzer Killers Daniel
P. Bolger 2021-05-25 A
general-turned-historian
reveals the remarkable
battlefield heroics of Major
General Maurice Rose, the
World War II tank
commander whose 3rd
Armored Division struck
fear into the hearts of
Hitler's panzer crews. “The
Panzer Killers is a great
book, vividly written and
shrewdly observed.”—The
Wall Street Journal Two
months after D-Day, the
Allies found themselves in a
stalemate in Normandy,
having suffered enormous
casualties attempting to
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push through hedgerow
country. Troops were spent,
and American tankers,
lacking the tactics and
leadership to deal with the
terrain, were losing their
spirit. General George
Patton and the other top
U.S. commanders needed
an officer who knew how to
break the impasse and roll
over the Germans—they
needed one man with the
grit and the vision to take
the war all the way to the
Rhine. Patton and his peers
selected Maurice Rose. The
son of a rabbi, Rose never
discussed his Jewish
heritage. But his ferocity on
the battlefield reflected an
inner flame. He led his 3rd
Armored Division not from a
command post but from the
first vehicle in formation,
charging headfirst into a
fight. He devised innovative
tactics, made the most of
American weapons, and
personally chose the cadre
of young officers who drove
his division forward. From
Normandy to the West Wall,
from the Battle of the Bulge

to the final charge across
Germany, Maurice Rose's
deadly division of tanks
blasted through enemy lines
and pursued the enemy with
a remarkable intensity. In
The Panzer Killers, Daniel P.
Bolger, a retired lieutenant
general and Iraq War
veteran, offers up a lively,
dramatic tale of Rose's
heroism. Along the way,
Bolger infuses the narrative
with fascinating insights
that could only come from
an author who has
commanded tank forces in
combat. The result is a
unique and masterful story
of battlefield leadership,
destined to become a
classic.
Armored Attack 1944
Steven Zaloga 2011-09-14
1,199 photos of American
and German tanks with
Zaloga's expert captions
Elite Units of the Third
Reich Tim Ripley 2002
Examines the training,
missions, artillery, and
leadership of special forces
units in Hitler's army.
Flying Guns World War II
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Emmanuel Gustin
2003-06-08 This book
describes the history of
aircraft guns, their
ammunition and their
installations in aircraft. It
commences with a technical
history covering the
development of guns, their
ammunition, and related
issues such as mountings
and sights. This is followed
by chapters on aircraft
installations covering all
nations and an evaluation of
their use in combat.
Appendices include
comprehensive tables of the
gun installations of World
War II combat aircraft with
details and illustrations of
the guns used and
specifications of their
ammunition. There has
never before been a
comprehensive description
of World War II aircraft gun
armament. This book has
been written with the aim of
being the definitive work on
this subject, dealing with
armament of all
participating air forces.
Every technical aspect has

been covered: gun design in
the full range of sizes from
small-caliber machine guns
to heavy cannon;
ammunition types and their
use; fixed, flexible and
turreted installations and
gun sights. Comparative
drawings and specifications
of service weapons are
provided, plus illustrations
and data concerning their
ammunition.
The Bazooka Gordon L.
Rottman 2012-06-20 Most
belligerents entering World
War II armed their infantry
with bulky and ineffectual
anti-tank rifles as their
primary means of
combating tanks. US
planners realized that what
infantrymen needed was a
relatively lightweight, manportable anti-tank weapon
that was simple to operate,
accurate, and capable of
knocking out the average
tank at a reasonable range,
while also being effective
against fortified buildings,
pillboxes, and personnel in
the open. The bazooka
combined a revolutionary
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new anti-tank rifle-grenade
warhead, a much-modified
British anti-aircraft rocket
motor, and a cobbledtogether launcher tube and
electrical firing system; its
first test-firing astounded
observers, and it was
immediately adopted by the
US armed forces. Featuring
specially drawn colour
artwork, this engaging
study tells the story of the
bazooka, which set the
standard for future light
anti-tank weapons and their
ammunition, and was a key
influence on anti-tank
tactics and techniques in
the post-war era.
Luftwaffe Special
Weapons 1942–45 Robert
Forsyth 2021-06-10 As the
course of World War II
turned against the Third
Reich after Stalingrad some
of the most inventive and
radical proposals, and
designs, were put forward
by armaments
manufacturers, scientists
and technicians, aircrew
and even private individuals
to the Reichsluftministerium

(German Air Ministry) for
consideration. Some
proposals were destined
never to leave the drawing
board, while others not only
underwent trials but were
issued to operational units
and used in action. In this
fascinating new book,
leading Luftwaffe historian
Robert Forsyth examines
the many different types of
weapons that comprised the
Luftwaffe's increasingly
potent arsenal during the
second half of the war. This
was the period that saw the
development and adoption
of aerial torpedoes, wireguided rockets and missiles,
batteries fired by photoelectric cells, chemical
weapons, composite
bombers and air-launched
flying bombs.
The Anti-Tank Rifle
Steven J. Zaloga 2018-01-25
The emergence of the tank
in World War I led to the
development of the first
infantry weapons to defend
against tanks. Anti-tank
rifles became commonplace
in the inter-war years and in
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the early campaigns of
World War II in Poland and
the Battle of France, which
saw renewed use in the
form of the British .55in
Boys anti-tank rifle - also
used by the US Marine
Corps in the Pacific. The
French campaign made it
clear that the day of the
anti-tank rifle was ending
due to the increasing
thickness of tank armour.
Nevertheless, anti-tank
rifles continued to be used
by the Soviets on the
Eastern Front with two
rifles, the 14.5mm PTRS
and PTRD, and were still in
widespread use in 1945.
They served again with
Korean and Chinese forces
in the Korean War, and
some have even appeared in
Ukraine in 2014–15. Fully
illustrated and drawing
upon a range of sources,
this is the absorbing story of
the anti-tank rifle, the
infantryman's anti-armour
weapon during the world
wars.
The Encyclopedia of
Weapons of World War II

Chris Bishop 2002 The
encyclopedia of weapns of
world war II is the most
detailed and authoritative
compendium of the weapons
of mankind's greatesst
conflict ever published. It is
a must for the military,
enthusiast, and all those
interested in World War II.
Take Budapest Kamen
Nevenkin 2012-07-01
October 1944: Soviet troops
launched a powerful attack
on Budapest from the south,
the culmination of a series
of military, political,
diplomatic and underground
moves undertaken by Hitler,
Stalin and Churchill since
the collapse of the Axis
front in the Balkans two
months earlier. However,
what had been planned as a
bold stroke to knock
Hungary out of the war and
bring the Red Army as far
as Munich quickly became a
statemate. The end result
was taht Stalin's forces
failed to reach Bavaria, but
the dictator was not
disappointed: Soviet
pressure against the
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German southern flank
forced Hitler to transfer a
consdierable number of his
armoured reserves to
Hungary and thus largely
facilitated Zhukov's drive on
to Berlin. Here, Kamen
Nevenkin tells the
fascinating story of this
'Market Garden'-like
operation using a number of
never before published
German and Russian
archival documents,
including German papers
exclusively held in the
Russian militiary archive.
The text is dynamic, easy to
read and accompanied by
previously unpublished
photographs. A detailed
tactical narrative, Nevenkin
also uses first-person
accounts to render a human
tale of war to create an
ultimately fascinating read.
The Ardennes, 1944-1945
Christer Bergström
2014-12-19 A
comprehensive, photo-filled
account of the six-week-long
Battle of the Bulge, when
panzers slipped through the
forest and took the Allies by

surprise. In December 1944,
just as World War II
appeared to be winding
down, Hitler shocked the
world with a powerful
German counteroffensive
that cracked the center of
the American front. The
attack came through the
Ardennes, the hilly and
forested area in eastern
Belgium and Luxembourg
that the Allies had
considered a “quiet” sector.
Instead, for the second time
in the war, the Germans
used it as a stealthy avenue
of approach for their
panzers. Much of US First
Army was overrun, and
thousands of prisoners were
taken as the Germans
forged a fifty-mile “bulge”
into the Allied front. But in
one small town, Bastogne,
American paratroopers,
together with remnants of
tank units, offered dogged
resistance. Meanwhile, the
rest of Eisenhower’s “broad
front” strategy came to a
halt as Patton, from the
south, and Hodges, from the
north, converged on the
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enemy incursion. Yet it
would take an epic, sixweek-long winter battle, the
bloodiest in the history of
the US Army, before the
Germans were finally
pushed back. Christer
Bergström has interviewed
veterans, gone through
huge amounts of archive
material, and performed onthe-spot research in the
area. The result is a large
amount of previously
unpublished material and
new findings, including
reevaluations of tank and
personnel casualties and the
most accurate picture yet of
what really transpired from
the perspectives of both
sides. With nearly four
hundred photos, numerous
maps, and thirty-two superb
color profiles of combat
vehicles and aircraft, it
provides perhaps the most
comprehensive look at the
battle yet published.
Armored Champion
Steven Zaloga 2015-05-15
Armor expert Zaloga enters
the battle over the best
tanks of World War II with

this heavy-caliber blast of a
book armed with more than
forty years of research. •
Provocative but fact-based
rankings of the tanks that
fought the Second World
War • Breaks the war into
eight periods and declares
Tanker's Choice and
Commander's Choice for
each • Champions include
the German Panzer IV and
Tiger, Soviet T-34,
American Pershing, and a
few surprises • Compares
tanks' firepower, armor
protection, and mobility as
well as dependability,
affordability, tactics,
training, and overall combat
performance • Relies on
extensive documentation
from archives, government
studies, and published
sources—much of which has
never been published in
English before • Supported
by dozens of charts and
diagrams and hundreds of
photos
The German Army 1939–45
(5) Nigel Thomas
2012-08-20 This book
covers the high command,
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the developments in unit
organisation, the campaigns
and the uniforms and
equipment of the German
Army in the last two years
of the war in North-West
Europe and Italy. Despite
the huge pressure of
fighting on three fronts,
ever-worsening shortages of
manpower and equipment,
and Allied command of the
skies, Germany's decimated
divisions fought on with
impressive skill and
determination. This period
also saw a fascinating
mixture of obsolescent,
newly designed, and fieldmade combat clothing
which gave the German
soldier a radically different
appearance from his
predecessor of just five
years before. Men-at-Arms
311, 316, 326, 330 and 336
are also available in a single
volume special edition titled
'German Army in World War
II'.
Panzerfaust Wolfgang
Fleischer 2004-09 Covers
German hand-held anti-tank
weapons of World War II.

Commanding the Red
Army's Sherman Tanks
Dmitri? Fedorovich Loza
1996-01-01 Hero of the
Soviet Union Dmitriy Loza
has carefully crafted his
World War II experiences
with U.S.-provided Sherman
tanks into a highly readable
memoir. Between the fall of
1943 and August 1945, Loza
fought in the Ukraine,
Romania, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, and
Austria. He commanded a
tank battalion during much
of this period and had three
Shermans shot out from
under him. Loza's unit
participated in such wellknown combat actions as
the KorsunShevchenkovskiy Operation,
the Jassy-Kishenev
Operation, and the battles
for Budapest, Vienna, and
Prague. Following the
German surrender, Loza's
unit was sent to Mongolia,
where it participated in the
arduous trek across the
Gobi Desert to attack the
Japanese Kwantung Army in
Manchuria. This is the first
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available detailed
examination of the Red
Army's exploitation of U.S.
war matiriel during World
War II and one of the first
genuine memoirs available
from the Russian front. Loza
also provides firsthand
testimony on tactical
command decisions, group
objectives and how they
were accomplished, and
Soviet use of combat
equipment and intelligence.
Only after the collapse of
the USSR and concomitant
relaxing of prohibitions
against publication of
materials related to the
Lend-Lease Program there
could this account be made
available Dmitriy Loza
served as an instructor at
the Frunze Academy after
the war, retiring in 1967
with the rank of colonel. He
resides in Moscow. James F.
Gebhardt, now a defense
contractor at Fort
Leavenworth, is a Vietnam
veteran. He is the author of
Blood on the Shores: Soviet
Naval Commandos in World
War II.

Bolt Action: Armies of Italy
and the Axis Warlord Games
2013-11-20 While many
nations flocked to the side
of the Allies, others joined
forces with Germany as part
of the Axis. This volume is
the definitive guide to the
armies of Italy, Hungary,
Bulgaria, Romania and
Finland. Fight the Winter
War against the Soviets,
hold back the British in
North Africa, or help shore
up the German offensives
on the Eastern Front with
this latest supplement for
Bolt Action.
3.5-Inch Rocket
Launcher Super Bazooka
Field Manual: FM 23-32
Department of the Army
2013-10 The 3.5-inch rocket
launcher, also known as the
super bazooka, was
introduced in early 1950
and saw considerable action
throughout the Korean War.
The success of the powerful
German Panzerschreck
88mm anti-tank rocket
caused the United States to
completely rethink the
bazooka at the close of
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World War II. Based on the
Panzerschreck's design, the
M20 was significantly larger
than the 2.36-inch bazooka
of WWII.Though bearing a
superficial resemblance to
the Nazi weapon, the M20
had greater effective range,
power and accuracy. The
M20 was a two-piece,
smooth-bore weapon
weighing only twelve
pounds with an assembled
length of sixty inches. It
fired a "shaped charge" that
concentrated the force of
the explosion on a very
small area, thus allowing
the projectile to penetrate
armor plate as thick as
eleven inches. It boasted a
range of up to 900 yards. In
addition to the M20 model,
the Army produced further
developments designated
M20A1/A1B1 and M20B1.
Similar to the M20, they
boasted various simplified
components including latch
assemblies, and in the case
of the M20B1 aluminum
barrels. Created in 1961,
this field manual reveals a
great deal about the 3.5-

inch rocket launcher M20A1
and M20A1B1's design and
capabilities. Intended as a
manual for those charged
with operation and
maintenance, it details
many aspects of its controls,
ammunition and sighting
equipment. Originally
labeled restricted, this
manual was declassified
long ago and is here
reprinted in book form.
Care has been taken to
preserve the integrity of the
text.
World War II Infantry Fire
Support Tactics Gordon L.
Rottman 2016-10-20 As
infantry units advanced
across Europe the only
support they could rely on
from day to day was that
provided by the heavy
weapons of their own units.
While thundering tanks
struck fear into the hearts
of their enemies it was the
machine guns, mortars and
light cannon that proved to
be most important, causing
the majority of casualties
suffered during World War
II. Common principles were
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shared across units but the
wide variety of weapons
available to the different
armies altered the way they
were used in battle.
Focusing on the US, British,
German and Soviet troops,
this title offers a
comprehensive guide to
infantry fire support tactics
used through World War II.
Combat reports are
complemented by specially
commissioned artwork to
show the way in which
tactics varied, and highlight
how developments obliged
opposing armies to review
their own methods.
Panzerfaust vs Sherman
Steven J. Zaloga 2019-10-31
In the summer of 1944,
across the battlefields of
Normandy, US tanks were
confronted with a
dangerous challenge: the
mobile and deadly
Panzerfaust and
Panzerschreck anti-tank
weapons wielded by the
German infantry. Having
only occasionally
encountered such weaponry
before, the US tankers were

ill-equipped to defend
against this kind of attack,
and the threat only
increased as the summer
wore on. This Duel title
follows the technological
battle for dominance that
ensued, as the US Army
devised new ways to defend
against the threat posed by
the German shaped-charge
projectiles. From the
addition of sandbags and
spare tracks to individual
tanks made by anxious
crews on the ground to the
large-scale programmes put
together by the US armies,
the book explores the
implementation and
effectiveness of the various
tactics employed by the
tank crews, as well as the
technology behind the antitank weapons wielded by
their German adversaries.
Drawing on first-hand
accounts from the men on
the ground, this illustrated
title examines the evolving
trial of strength between US
armour and innovative
German anti-tank weaponry
in the climactic months of
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World War II in Europe.
World War II Infantry
Anti-Tank Tactics Gordon
L. Rottman 2013-08-20 The
battlefield interaction
between infantry and tanks
was central to combat on
most fronts in World War II.
The first 'Blitzkrieg'
campaigns saw the tank
achieve a new dominance.
New infantry tactics and
weapons – some of them
desperately dangerous –
had to be adopted, while the
armies raced to develop
more powerful anti-tank
guns and new light
weapons. By 1945, a new
generation of revolutionary
shoulder-fired AT weapons
was in widespread use. This
book explains in detail the
shifting patterns of antitank combat, illustrated
with photographs, diagrams
and colour plates showing
how weapons were actually
employed on the battlefield.
Panzerfaust and
Panzerschreck Gordon L.
Rottman 2014-08-20 Two of
World War II's most
distinctive weapons, the

Panzerfaust and
Panzerschreck offered
German and other
infantrymen the ability to
destroy enemy tanks
singlehandedly at close
ranges. While the
Panzerschreck owed its
origins largely to the US
bazooka, the Panzerfaust
was a revolutionary design
that was unlike any
previous weapon, and went
on to influence anti-tank
technology and tactics for
decades after World War II.
Allied troops, notably Soviet
forces, made widespread
use of captured
Panzerfäuste, and they were
also supplied to German
allies such as Finland,
Hungary and Bulgaria.
Written by an expert on
anti-tank warfare, this book
reveals the fascinating
development history of
these two feared weapons
and assesses the tactics that
were employed by the
soldiers using them.
The Red Army and the
Second World War
Alexander Hill 2016-12-24 A
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major new account of the
Soviet Union at war which
charts the development,
successes and failures of
the Red Army.
Finland at War 1939–45
Philip Jowett 2012-07-20 In
the face of Soviet invasion
in 1939–40, and once again
in 1941–44, the armies
raised by Finland – a tiny
nation of only 4 million
people astonished the world
by their effective resistance.
At the end of both these
campaigns – the Winter
War, and the Continuation
War – the fiercely patriotic
defiance of vastly stronger
Soviet forces by Marshal
Mannerheim's soldiers won
their country a unique
prize: although forced to
accept harsh terms, Finland
was never occupied by the
Red Army, and retained its
independence. This book
explains and illustrates, for
the first time in English, the
organization, uniforms,
equipment and tactics of
Finland's defenders.
Fighting Men of World War
II David Miller 2007 This

first volume of Fighting
Men of World War II offers
a comprehensive, full-color
look at the clothing (such as
boots, pants, helmet, tunic,
greatcoat, camouflage, and
badges), equipment,
weapons, vehicles, and
rations of Axis soldiers. Also
included are popular items,
such as lighters, that were
carried by many troops but
were not standard issue.
The accompanying text
describes the items and also
compares them to those of
other armies. The result is a
complete picture of the
daily life and conditions of
the fighting men of all
countries. It is an essential
reference work for all
military historians,
collectors, and general
readers.
World War II in Europe
David T. Zabecki
2015-05-01 First Published
in 1999. Routledge is an
imprint of Taylor & Francis,
an informa company.
Airborne Warfare James
Maurice Gavin 2020-07-05
General "Jumpin' Jim" Gavin
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shared the risks of all his
men of the 82nd Airborne
Division, parachuting into
enemy territory, often only
armed with his GI issue
rifle. His Airborne Warfare
outlines in fascinating detail
the conception, birth,
training, and ultimate
deployment of the first
paratroopers who
descended on Europe in
1944 with devastating
results for the Wehrmacht
and its patrolling Panzer
divisions. General Gavin had
been at the forefront
advancing the use of
airborne troops in the US
army, writing the first field
manual for their combat
long before World War 2.
His memoirs provide an
essential eyewitness
glimpse into the origins of
airborne operations, as well
as a unique perspective on
the contribution made by
paratroopers during World
War 2.
MP 38 and MP 40
Submachine Guns
Alejandro de Quesada
2014-07-20 Nazi Germany's

MP 38 and MP 40
submachine guns are
among World War II's most
recognizable weapons.
Portable and with folding
stocks, both were widely
issued to airborne troops
and became the hallmark of
Germany's infantry section
and platoon leaders. A
million were produced
during the conflict – and
many found their ways into
the hands of paramilitary
and irregular forces from
Israel to Vietnam after the
war. Featuring specially
commissioned full-color
artwork and period and
close-up photographs, this
is the story of the origins,
combat use, and lasting
influence of two of World
War II's most famous
firearms.
The Sterling Submachine
Gun Matthew Moss
2018-11-29 Designed by a
motorcycle racer turned
small-arms engineer,
George Patchett, the
submachine gun that
eventually became known
as the Sterling was
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developed during World
War II. Some suggest it first
saw action during Operation
Infatuate with No. 4
Commando, before
becoming fully adopted by
the British Army in 1953 as
the Sterling Machine
Carbine (L2A1). It was
centre stage for many of
Britain's post-colonial
conflicts from Malaya to
Kenya and from Yemen to
Northern Ireland. The
silenced L34A1 SterlingPatchett entered service in
1966 and first saw action
deep in the jungles of
Vietnam in the hands of the
elite special forces of
Australia, New Zealand and
the United States during
prisoner snatches and
reconnaissance patrols.
Employing first-hand
accounts and painstaking
technical analysis, this
engaging account features
carefully selected archive
photography and specially
commissioned colour
artwork depicting the
submachine gun that armed
British and other forces for

nearly 60 years.
Panzerfaust and
Panzerschreck Gordon L.
Rottman 2014-08-20 Two of
World War II's most
distinctive weapons, the
Panzerfaust and
Panzerschreck offered
German and other
infantrymen the ability to
destroy enemy tanks
singlehandedly at close
ranges. While the
Panzerschreck owed its
origins largely to the US
bazooka, the Panzerfaust
was a revolutionary design
that was unlike any
previous weapon, and went
on to influence anti-tank
technology and tactics for
decades after World War II.
Allied troops, notably Soviet
forces, made widespread
use of captured
Panzerfäuste, and they were
also supplied to German
allies such as Finland,
Hungary and Bulgaria.
Written by an expert on
anti-tank warfare, this book
reveals the fascinating
development history of
these two feared weapons
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and assesses the tactics that
were employed by the
soldiers using them.
The PIAT Matthew Moss
2020-08-20 Designed in
1942, Britain's innovative
Projector, Infantry, AntiTank (PIAT) provided
British and Commonwealth
troops with a much-needed
means of taking on
Germany's formidable
Panzers. Replacing the
inadequate Boys anti-tank
rifle, it was conceived in the
top-secret World War II
research and development
organization known
colloquially as 'Churchill's
Toyshop', alongside other
ingenious weapons such as
the sticky bomb, the limpet
mine and the time-pencil
fuse. Unlike the more
famous US bazooka, the
PIAT had its roots in
something simpler than
rocket science. Operated
from the shoulder, the PIAT
was a spigot mortar which
fired a heavy high-explosive
bomb, with its main spring
soaking up the recoil. The
PIAT had a limited effective

range. Troops required
nerves of steel to get close
enough to an enemy tank to
ensure a direct hit, often
approaching to within 50ft
of the target, and no fewer
than six Victoria Crosses
were won during World War
II by soldiers operating
PIATs. A front-line weapon
in every theatre of the
conflict in which
Commonwealth troops
fought, from Europe to the
Far East, the PIAT remained
in service after 1945, seeing
action during the Greek
Civil War, the Arab–Israeli
conflict and the Korean
War. This illustrated study
combines detailed research
with expert analysis to
reveal the full story of the
design, development and
deployment of this
revolutionary weapon.
United States Vs. German
Equipment Isaac Davis
White 1997-01-01
German Northern
Theater of Operations
1940-1945 [Illustrated
Edition] Earl Ziemke
2015-11-06 [Includes 23
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maps and 31 illustrations]
This volume describes two
campaigns that the
Germans conducted in their
Northern Theater of
Operations. The first they
launched, on 9 April 1940,
against Denmark and
Norway. The second they
conducted out of Finland in
partnership with the Finns
against the Soviet Union.
The latter campaign began
on 22 June 1941 and ended
in the winter of 1944-45
after the Finnish
Government had sued for
peace. The scene of these
campaigns by the end of
1941 stretched from the
North Sea to the Arctic
Ocean and from Bergen on
the west coast of Norway, to
Petrozavodsk, the former
capital of the Karelo-Finnish
Soviet Socialist Republic. It
faced east into the Soviet
Union on a 700-mile-long
front, and west on a 1,300mile sea frontier. Hitler
regarded this theater as the
keystone of his empire, and,
after 1941, maintained in it
two armies totaling over a

half million men. In spite of
its vast area and the effort
and worry which Hitler
lavished on it, the Northern
Theater throughout most of
the war constituted
something of a military
backwater. The major
operations which took place
in the theater were
overshadowed by events on
other fronts, and public
attention focused on the
theaters in which the
strategically decisive
operations were expected to
take place. Remoteness,
German security measures,
and the Russians’ wellknown penchant for secrecy
combined to keep
information concerning the
Northern Theater down to a
mere trickle, much of that
inaccurate. Since the war,
through official and private
publications, a great deal
more has become known.
The present volume is based
in the main on the greatest
remaining source of
unexploited information, the
captured German military
and naval records. In
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addition a number of the
participants on the German
side have very generously
contributed from their
personal knowledge and
experience.
Bazooka vs Panzer Steven J.
Zaloga 2016-11-17 World
War II saw tanks assume a
dominant role in warfare,
capable of tearing through
the enemy lines if left
unchecked. To combat the
threat posed by these
armoured behemoths the
United States developed the
M1 Anti-Tank Rocket
Launcher, better known as
the Bazooka. First employed
in combat during 1942, the
weapon required a great
deal of skill and courage to
use effectively. By late 1944
it was a mainstay of the US

infantry's anti-tank
capabilities, alongside
towed weapons, anti-tank
grenades and other longerestablished measures.
Focusing on the savage
close-quarters fighting
between Germany's
armoured divisions and the
US infantry during the
Battle of the Bulge, Steven
Zaloga's absorbing study
compares and assesses the
strengths and limitations of
the cutting-edge technology
used by both sides.
Featuring specially
commissioned full-colour
artwork and explosive battle
reports, this volume casts
new light on the evolving
nature of infantry-versustank combat in the closing
months of World War II.
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